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Love Me in Paris 2020-06-14 when 1772 collides with 2012 two lovers discover
more than they ever imagined in make time for love a time travel romance by
louise clark 2012 massachusetts boston area career focused and success driven
faith hamilton isn t ready for love when she meets cody simpson the chief
software developer at the company where she works he s everything she doesn t
want in a man analytical focused on science inflexible or so she thinks until
she takes a chance on a date with him his kisses melt her reservations but
her heart remains frozen trapped by the need to keep a secret her eccentric
18th century time traveling ancestor andrew byrne who has a habit of dropping
in without notice cody simpson thinks faith is the most beautiful woman he s
ever seen she s also the most annoying he despises her hard driving corporate
ladder climbing mindset and ignores her while immersing himself in his
development projects and neglecting his basic duties then fate intervenes
andrew byrne faith s out of town relative who has never used a computer and
wears clothes that look remarkably like ones from the mid eighteenth century
is hired as cody s new assistant when andrew announces his intent to
permanently stay with faith in the 21st century she needs cody s help to
transform him from an eighteenth century landowner to a modern day computer
geek faith is the reason andrew can move through time a secret she guards for
her own safety but with andrew bumbling through the basics of 21st century
life and a budding romance with cody faith must choose between guarding her
secrets and trusting cody enough to make time for love publisher s note this
time travel romance from louise clark features clean language and mild sexual
content fans of victorine e lieske rebekah crane cami checketts as well as
janet leigh and callie langridge will not want to miss this delightful
romantic time travel series the forward in time series make time for love
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discover time for love w claim time for love a turbulent time for love about
louise clark louise clark s time travel romance series forward in time
includes both contemporary and historical settings as well as humor passion
and hot heroes her experience writing both contemporary and historical
romance made writing a time travel series a natural as well her love of
travel meant the books are set in different locals from historic boston to
the badlands of the american west and beyond
Take Me in Bali 2021-08-27 what if your husband turns out to be the man sent
to kill your ancestor a choice to make highland games fanatic fiona campbell
believes her only value is her family s history myths and legends so when she
travels back to 1689 scotland and discovers she s the fiona of family legend
you d think she d be excited and she is except that the legendary warrior she
s to save her ancestor from is the hottie in a kilt she just handfasted a
heart to heal duncan maccowan once trusted his heart to the wrong woman but
when a strange lass drops into his life and pries opens his heart again he
impulsively handfasts her yet before he can finish spinning fancies of their
domestic bliss she flees on the night of their wedding leaving him even more
convinced that he can t trust his instincts where his heart is involved a
family legend that will tear them apart fiona wants to shake her fist at fate
she finally meets the man of her dreams but can t have him because of the
family legend not cool fate not cool duncan believes he s just terrible at
picking women and destined to be alone but as the heat of their attraction
flares how far can they tempt fate for love
Make Time For Love (Forward in Time, Book One) 2019-02-19 time travel romance
is not the same thing as sci fi romance though some stories may be set in an
imagined future it is romantic fiction set in various different eras usually
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from around the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries a woman may fall asleep
in central park in the present to wake up in the arms of a scottish laird in
the sixteenth century the mammoth book of time travel romance contains 25
stories of adventure and love settings include medieval scotland sixteenth
century england the nineteenth century wild west some stories are set in the
present and a few in the future stories include an elizabethan nobleman
whisked into the present day a troubled young woman who lands in the
sixteenth century able to break a curse of lost love includes stories from
nina bangs jude deveraux sandra hill linda howard lynn kurland karen marie
moning and many more
Love Flight 1996-12-01 traveling through time to solve a family mystery she
battles her attraction to a handsome highlander after a letter from her late
grandmother sends kara forrester to scotland to solve an ancient family
mystery she finds herself transported to fourteenth century scotland when she
arrives on the property of a dashing medieval laird she must convince him
that he can trust her and to work with her to prevent a looming tragedy
taking on the mantle of leadership of clan macleay in his cousin s absence
ronan struggles with the breadth of his new duties when he comes across a
mysterious bonnie lass on his property he must determine if her warning of
impending danger is true of if she s using his attraction to her to play him
false ronan and kara s fiery attraction and growing love soon puts them on a
collision course with a dangerous enemy a dark mystery and the ever present
hands of fate start reading now this book should be of interest related to
the following medieval romance scottish romance highlanders time travel
scottish historical romance time travel romance scottish time travel romance
books about highlanders outlander time travel romance books fantasy romance
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historical romance witches magic time travel romance scottish time travel
romance 14th century romance scottish medieval romance ancient world romance
historical fantasy historical romance
Must Love More Kilts 2017-08-28 she s running toward the future he s
determined to leave the past behind when they meet in a moment in time will
they find forever st louis 1829 hannah poole is desperate to escape her
unwanted suitor determined to get away after he threatens her she attempts to
flee back to the twenty first century she knew as a child but when the blue
crystal sends her instead to the 1904 world s fair she finds herself
unexpectedly captivated by a handsome actor driven troy fischer knows better
than to take a chance on love but when a gorgeous woman and her remarkable
pet bird upstage his comedy act the promising young performer s heart skips
several beats enraptured by her unique personality he feels the walls around
his emotions begin to crumble thinking this new era and charming man might be
what she s looking for hannah is devastated to discover her possessive
nineteenth century beau has pursued her through time and when blackmail and
poison muddy the waters troy is torn between his ambition and his dream girl
can the star crossed pair conquer their troubles and claim a life together
The Jewel of Time 2009-10-29 romantic suspense novel from usa today
bestseller ember casey this book is perfect for those who enjoy travel
romance bad boy heroes beach reads and obsessive love book 4 of the devil s
set action adventure romance series meet the devil s set treasure hunters
adventurers bad boys love has never been this dangerous or this thrilling the
hunt for rinaldi s treasure continues and no one s life or heart is safe
donovan has wanted his teammate sloane for as long as he can remember but is
he willing to risk his team and the greatest treasure they ve ever pursued
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for a woman with so many secrets the devil s set action adventure romance
series book 1 claiming his treasure book 2 hunting his jewel book 3
protecting his prize book 4 defending his heart this series is perfect for
fans of anna hackett susan stoker lori ryan meli raine carrie ann ryan riley
edwards barbara freethy shirleen davies and many more keywords action
adventure adventure romance action romance romantic suspense treasure hunters
alpha male alpha hero action adventure romance contemporary romance thrilling
romance steamy romance romance series contemporary romance series action
romance love danger dangerous love and danger adventure romance books
adventure romance series travel romances travel romance travel romance books
international romance international romance books international travel
romance secrets treasure maps action hero military hero gripping romance
dangerous romance thrilling reads sensual sensual romance sexy romance hot
romance beach romance beach reads beach romances beach romance books beach
books summer romances summer romance summer reads summer beach reads summer
beach romances vacation romance vacation romances vacation reads vacation
romance books vacation devils set travel romance european romance europe
spain romance malaga romance azores wilderness romance nature romances nature
romance second chance romance second chance at love second chance romances
second chance romance books second chance romance books second chances exes
to lovers exes to lovers romances second chance at marriage second chance
love story the devils set the devil s set devils set ember casey devil s set
ember casey international romance military romance military romances military
romance books spy romance military hero dual pov romance dual point of view
romance third person romance secrets mystery mystery romance mystery romances
mystery romance books
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The Mammoth Book of Time Travel Romance 2020-10-19 a light hearted humorous
romp of a tale rt magazine his life is in the futuretheir love is in the
pastas the ranking test pilot on project stargazer captain scott ramsey s
mission is to travel to the past and return to the 21st century in one piece
when the portal sent to retrieve him malfunctions he finds himself stranded
and mistaken for a pirate by an intriguing 19th century beauty harboring a
dangerous secret rachel ann warren s mission as a union spy is to prevent a
fortune in confederate currency from falling into the hands of the notorious
pirate ramsey a seductive rogue as impossible to outwit as he is to resist
but with her uncle plotting the demise of the union blockade and her aunt
determined to marry her off to southerner time is running short taken by her
quick wit and mischievous charms scott finds himself willing to risk the
dangers of civil war georgia just to stay a bit longer in rachel s company
but when rachel s secret is finally revealed scott is forced to snatch her
out of time itself in order to save her life can a love born of two different
centuries ever outrun the hands of fate
Ronan's Captive 2020-10-14 as ashwood house crumbles around bella and reuben
erskine so does their marriage reuben can t walk away from his family s once
majestic manor and the promise he made to his dying father while bella finds
she is no match for a house that demands total dedication from its owners
when bella returns to pack up her things for good she finds the atmosphere in
the house more eerie than ever reuben s cousin mutters about family curses
and infamous scandals from yesteryear that forever doomed the erskine family
a bizarre phenomenon catapults bella and reuben back to the past and straight
into a gathering storm this time reuben has a chance to prove his love to
bella but only at great cost to his family will she let him sacrifice
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everything for her or will she choose a different path 24 000 words note this
story is also part of the time travel romance anthology timeless encounters a
collection of three time travel romance novellas note this story is written
in british english
Meet Me in Time 2018-03-22 for readers who love outlander here s morna s
legacy series i have a thing for sexy highlanders who doesn t but not
everyone is able to get it right claire is bang on i haven t enjoyed myself
reading a book this much in ages this book gets five hunky scotsmen out of
five chelsey of pure textuality
Defending His Heart (Romantic Suspense) 2015-08-28 she s a famous songwriter
who can t remember a year of her life he s the 18th century british spy with
all the answers while walking through the tunnels of her family s estate in
the british isles amanda marceau travels through time and into the arms of
alexander montgomery the royal navy admiral who captures her heart months
later amanda s forced back to the present with alexander s daughter
heartbroken they ve been separated hoping alexander will find his way through
time to her she s later devastated to learn he was killed at the dawn of the
american revolution unable to cope with the horrible consequences amanda
suffers an epic breakdown and tucks away the memories that are just too much
to bear but alexander montgomery wasn t executed nor has he forgotten amanda
he s made the jump through time and is using everything at his disposal to
reunite his family in the twenty first century then he learns that amanda has
amnesia and has no idea who he is more determined than ever alexander knows
it will take all his love to restore her memory or just maybe win her heart
anew if you like stunning settings heart quickening action and second chances
at love brace yourself as contemporary romance and time travel mix in this
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first installment of the brothers montgomery series
Till the End of Time 2018-07-21 marilyn campbell is at the top of her
storytelling craft with this enticing time travel romance be prepared for an
all night read ellen g wulf verified reviewer a young 1950s war widow time
travels to 2016 to save a stranger s life at the risk of her own in marilyn
campbell s paranormal time travel romance just in time 1950s to 2016 when
beverly newcastle a young 1950s war widow encounters a gypsy fortune teller
with a magic potion she s tossed 5 decades into the future and lands in the
arms of josh colby a half mohawk harley riding bouncer desperate to clear his
imprisoned grandfather of a murder he did not commit josh learns that beverly
holds the key to turn that key beverly must travel back to her own time but
by the time he and beverly figure out how to send her back beverly also holds
the key to his heart publisher s note readers who enjoy romance sex and
mystery as well as fans of callie langridge bethany claire gillian doyle and
barbara longley will certainly enjoy marilyn campbell s fun romp through time
if you re a time travel fan this is the book for you you almost believe it
could really happen mona r anderson the lovers in time series in order out of
time just in time some time away it s about time the innerworld affairs
series in order romulus falcon gallant gabriel logan roman blaze marilyn
campbell has been published in the genres of suspense futuristic time travel
paranormal erotic and lighthearted contemporary romances non fiction
metaphysical works and has had a screenplay produced a true thrill junkie she
has jumped out of an airplane raced around the indy 500 track driven solo
throughout the united states and believes a labyrinth walk under the full
moon can have magical results unfortunately marilyn has not yet figured out
how to time travel except in her stories she currently resides in western
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massachusetts
The Tipping Point 2020-06-28 download for free with kindle unlimited this is
a 26 000 words erotic stand alone story with an hea so no cliff hangers soren
freeman isn t crazy but everybody thinks he is he was a time traveler early
in life but now he s simply a man who has spent a lot of time in a home for
the mentally disabled that is until a new psychiatrist dr josephine lane does
something that no one has ever done before she believes him as a result he
takes her on a journey by telling her of the time he spent in paris in 1810
he fell in love with a wealthy heiress but made the greatest mistake of his
life by letting her slip through his fingers dr lane listens to his story
with increasing interest further convinced by the items from the past he
willingly provides for her when she finds out that his grief over this woman
has prevented him from time traveling for twenty years she encourages him to
relearn the skill and to take her along for the ride excerpt from book and as
he was soon to find the most beautiful woman he had ever seen was also in
paris in 1810 so maybe everything had degraded aesthetically over time he met
lorelai at a ball on his twenty fifth birthday he never stood up and danced a
single time that night he watched from his chair as gentleman fell all over
each other for a chance to dance with her but he did not ask he watched as
she humored each and every one of them he could tell who her mother was by
the pleased look on the old dowager s face her daughter was making quite an
impression and as the night wore on she noticed him too she saw the peculiar
man who could not take his eyes off her but would not ask her to dance she
made eye contact with him a number of times inviting him to request the next
dance but he never did he just looked on she could not help but notice that
the man did not carry himself exactly correctly he was slouched in his chair
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and crossed his legs in an unmanly fashion in fact he did not seem to have
any of the social graces of his contemporaries it was as if he were from an
entirely different time but did not care he cared only to watch her as she
danced author s note this is a 8 000 word stand alone story with an hea so no
cliff hangers story contains mature themes and language and is intended for
18 readers only
Love Beyond Words (Large Print Edition) 2017-03-09 arran conall s broken
heart reminds him daily of all he has lost if only he d known of the ancient
magic that awaited blaire perhaps he could ve kept her close to him now the
love of his life lives centuries ahead of him out of reach while still
holding on to his heart forced to live a life without her arran struggles to
pick up the pieces of his broken life but his love for blaire remains with
every breath he prays only one thing that she will never forget his love for
her born in the 17th century blaire macchristy finds modern day life more
challenging than expected despite the magic available to her her heartbreak
keeps her from returning to her own time when friends from her past arrive to
bring her home blaire risks her heart once more for a chance at love when she
returns her hopes are dashed when she discovers that arran has married
another can their broken hearts be mended with time or will fate find a way
to bring them together once again from back cover
Never Say Goodbye: A Contemporary Romance With A Time Travel Twist 2016-09-26
it started with a secret i make a promise to paige i ll never breathe a word
we journey through time to a world of myth and fable to ancient lands
shrouded in mist ruled by fierce hulking men the land of vikings the harsh
beauty of the sea stands in stark contrast to the men who sail the fjords and
open waters vikings show no mercy they raid up and down the coast hungry for
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land grain livestock and women especially women when i return to my world
without my friend my life implodes the police question me as the last person
seen with paige i m now a suspect in her disappearance my secret our secret
it s more than a burden it s a liability a risk everyone thinks i m guilty
left with no choice i travel back to the brutal and unforgiving land i must
find paige she s the only person who can clear my name but instead of finding
my friend viking raiders find me bound and utterly helpless i m certain they
intend to kill me but ragnar their jarl a fierce and powerful warrior makes
his intentions clear i know the instant i feel his touch on my skin ragnar
has other plans for me author s note ragnar is the second book in the mists
of albion series book 1 eirik book 2 ragnar this book book 3 ivar due to
adult situations and language this series is intended for mature readers
Just in Time (Lovers in Time Series, Book 2) 2017-08-22 for readers who love
outlander here s morna s legacy series i have a thing for sexy highlanders
who doesn t but not everyone is able to get it right claire is bang on i
haven t enjoyed myself reading a book this much in ages this book gets five
hunky scotsmen out of five chelsey of pure textuality
Romance 2018-02-05 debra feels the universe is against her she is young and
brilliant almost too young to be in college where she is majoring in medieval
studies she also wears a back brace and her unfeeling peers mock her for this
studying is her only escape professor rogen maris takes an interest in her
and debra promptly falls in love with him but he is out of her reach she asks
venus to take her back to the middle ages her wish is granted but instead of
the wonderful life she envisioned she finds she has put the knight she adores
in danger of losing his life
Morna's Secret 2015-02-17 he thought he was falling into hell until the voice
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of an angel offered him redemption corporal richard dick stevens a foul
mouthed retired soldier who fought in the great war learned to make his way
by playing the villain but when a near death skirmish thrusts him sixty nine
years into the future to 1988 he lands on a horse breeding farm tended to by
a beautiful feisty woman camilla foster spends her days training to be an
opera singer while her nights are spent mucking out horse stalls in exchange
for free room and board on the farm frustration gnaws at cami since her
inheritance would cover the training she s desperate for but she can only
receive it once she s married when dick disrupts her check on the horses one
evening the sexy stranger immediately gets under her skin she s determined to
brush him off until he s employed as the new stable hand and cunningly
persuades her into marrying him as a means to his own end dick is everything
cami despises in a person but with her dreams on the line a plot surfacing to
end cami s career and a growing attraction to this infuriating mystery man a
marriage of convenience may be the only thing to save them both
Ragnar 2016-02-25 bella waited at the rendezvous point in new orleans waiting
for something unknown to happen with only fuzzy memories of the past she
focused only on her assignment if only she understood the purpose of the
assignment and the purpose of the silver bracelet on her wrist after
everything explodes around her she learns the reason for her absence of
memories and confronts the fuzziness of time itself a heart pounding blend of
romance and suspense
Love Beyond Compare 2021-10-30 she travels back in time with a handsome
highlander facing the dangerous unknown of the past and a growing desire
diana hartford has long denied the magical time traveling ability she s
inherited from her parents but when her aunt implores her to guide a
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fourteenth century highlander back to his time she is forced to use the
ability she has always denied stranded in another time after his distant
relative takes his place in the past artair is determined to get back to his
life when the bonnie sassenach witch diana escorts him back through time he
struggles with his bourgeoning desire for the temptress as artair and diana
navigate the dangers of fourteenth century scotland they find themselves the
target of a ruthless enemy they must work together to protect artair s place
in the past and as love and desire blossoms between them a possible shared
future start reading now this book should be of interest related to the
following medieval romance scottish romance highlanders time travel scottish
historical romance time travel romance scottish time travel romance books
about highlanders outlander time travel romance books fantasy romance
historical romance witches magic time travel romance scottish time travel
romance 14th century romance scottish medieval romance ancient world romance
historical fantasy historical romance
The Medieval Knight 2020-05-21 download for free with kindle unlimited this
is a 26000 words erotic stand alone story with an hea so no cliff hangers
soren freeman isn t crazy but everybody thinks he is he was a time traveler
early in life but now he s simply a man who has spent a lot of time in a home
for the mentally disabled that is until a new psychiatrist dr josephine lane
does something that no one has ever done before she believes him as a result
he takes her on a journey by telling her of the time he spent in paris in
1810 he fell in love with a wealthy heiress but made the greatest mistake of
his life by letting her slip through his fingers dr lane listens to his story
with increasing interest further convinced by the items from the past he
willingly provides for her when she finds out that his grief over this woman
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has prevented him from time traveling for twenty years she encourages him to
relearn the skill and to take her along for the ride excerpt from book and as
he was soon to find the most beautiful woman he had ever seen was also in
paris in 1810 so maybe everything had degraded aesthetically over time he met
lorelai at a ball on his twenty fifth birthday he never stood up and danced a
single time that night he watched from his chair as gentleman fell all over
each other for a chance to dance with her but he did not ask he watched as
she humored each and every one of them he could tell who her mother was by
the pleased look on the old dowager s face her daughter was making quite an
impression and as the night wore on she noticed him too she saw the peculiar
man who could not take his eyes off her but would not ask her to dance she
made eye contact with him a number of times inviting him to request the next
dance but he never did he just looked on she could not help but notice that
the man did not carry himself exactly correctly he was slouched in his chair
and crossed his legs in an unmanly fashion in fact he did not seem to have
any of the social graces of his contemporaries it was as if he were from an
entirely different time but did not care he cared only to watch her as she
danced author s note this is a 26000 words stand alone story with an hea so
no cliff hangers
Sirens of the Past: A Time Travel Romance 2020-10-19 sorcha s life had become
tangled beyond all repair jealousy love and anger had shredded the thin
fabric of time and when samhain and a full moon combined their powers
together few could stand up against that force but sorcha knew she had to try
all she held most dear depended on it a circle in time is the third and final
novella in the regency time travel romance trilogy it is 103 pages 13 000
words the first two novellas end in cliffhangers while the third provides a
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happy ending the series then will continue in another trilogy those will be
coming out over the coming weeks these stories are teen friendly with no
explicit language violence or intimacy all proceeds benefit battered women s
shelters note that for those who prefer reading books in all in one form each
trio of novellas will also be compiled as a completed box set once all three
are done it just means you have to be patient and wait for me to finish
writing all of them for those who prefer to read along as i write and offer
suggestions for me to shape the plot these novellas are here for your
enjoyment either way i d love to hear your feedback on the storyline and
characters
Sapphire Seconds 2016-10-04 a regency romance author down on her luck is
transported to what she thinks is the fictional world of her story only to
discover it is mind bendingly real she falls in love with the hero but his
life is in danger and only she can save him
Artair's Temptress 2014-09-14 alexis j cavanaugh known as lexie to her family
and friends had finally arrived at a place of peace in her life she had no
idea what she was in for when she picked up the phone on that fateful day
that day that changed everything she had not seen jacob stein in over 6 years
and she had worked hard to get him out of her system she had given up on love
long ago but the moment she saw him everything changed everything about him
oozed sexuality all of the old feelings came rushing back she hated him but
loved him at the same time she knew they had unfinished business and she knew
she had to face her fears and face the truth could she forgive him after all
he had done could she allow herself to love once again should she waver down
this path of uncertainty and challenge and excitement or stay the course with
tom for the sake of her son and for stability lexie cavanaugh had rebuilt a
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good life for herself as a psychologist and freelance writer in loveland ohio
a warm and friendly community nestled in the northern cincinnati suburbs she
was bound and determined to make a good life for herself and her son aj she
had made some difficult decisions in her life and she didn t know if she
wanted to go back into the past and drag up old painful feelings she hated
what he had done to her but a part of her a tiny speck of her still had
feelings for him and she knew it she had made a commitment to her son s
father tom to raise their child together and she wanted to stick to that
commitment she and tom were not married but they shared a common bond in
their son aj tom had always wanted more and made no bones about that fact but
lexie had never felt that kind of love towards him it had all begun with a
simple love ritual done innocently she thought back to those days when they
first met and remembered that she had done the ancient love ritual had the
spell gone bad was this her undoing her fault she didn t know when she had
done the ritual she did not know how powerful the magic was she had
discovered the book in a dusty old bookshop and was intrigued by the words
and the magic she embraced her spirituality and was open to anything and
everything so she figured she would give it a try nothing else had worked her
relationships or rather the lack of relationships was getting her nowhere and
she was frustrated lexie is on a mission to discover why she is struggling
searching for answers she consults with a hypnotherapist and soon discovers
three amazing past life connections life as a geisha in 1910 life as carolina
a life in which she was a wealthy southern plantation woman in the 1800 s and
finally life as anna an poor irish woman who lived as a tenant farmer in the
1700 s travel with lexie as she experiences these powerful visions that help
explain why she guards her emotions so much lexie discovers that our past
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lives can offer us much clarity and they can help us better understand why we
do the things we do after delving into her past she decides to perform
another ancient ritual designed to awaken her shakti her life force power her
goddess energy join lexie as she discovers the truth and discovers that each
of us plans all of the struggles we go through even before we come into our
earthly reincarnation the final pieces of the puzzle finally come together as
lexie finds another amazing old book one that helps her tap into her akashic
records the energetic imprint of every thought emotion action and experience
that has ever occurred in time and space she discovers that the akashic
records contain all past present and future possibilities through the
vibrations of compassion and joy join lexie in this heartwarming journey as
she gives love and romance a second chance despite incredible odds this book
is the first book in the a glimpse into the past trilogy where the author
examines the magic and mystery behind past lives and spiritual connections
Romance 2019-08-30 a modern woman thrust back into the brutal past a medieval
highlander who lost everything dear to him why has fate brought these two
broken souls together carol harper didn t want to travel through time she
only wanted to see if the ancient ring she found would fit on her finger a
single touch and she s back in the middle ages held against her will by an
enormous highlander and his army angus macclean is raiding with his fellow
warriors when a strange woman appears out of nowhere his clan believe
witchcraft brought her into their midst but angus has no fear of sorcery only
one thing frightens him the way his beautiful captive makes him feel to
successfully evade the wicked english lord who hunts them both they must put
aside their burning desire fail and they risk capture by the cruellest of
villains a man who wants angus dead and carol all to himself highlander s
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voyage is a standalone time travel romance if you like rugged highland
warriors a mysterious medieval world and a feisty modern heroine you re sure
to love this scintillating story
A Circle in Time - a Regency Time Travel Romance 2014-04-15 9世紀のハイランドの戦士キアン マッ
����� ������������������ ������������������������ ��������������������� 21���
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Forever, Lately 2018-06-22 some balls end with a glass slipper while others
end with a blade at your throat when lily tumbles through time to medieval
england she happily gives up all thoughts of pizza hot showers and modern
technology and vows to soak up every bit of the past so she can tell her best
friend when she returns home in a few days at the very most tristan de savage
is haunted by loss he s facing threats to his castle his page thinks he saw a
fairy in the gardens and winter is coming when a woman appears at weddington
castle tristan swears the fates are laughing at him for he has no time to aid
a damsel in distress no matter how enchanting fall through time and fall in
love with lily and tristan fall through time and escape to medieval england
in this light hearted time travel series readers call addictive series
reading order knights through time travel romances book 1 a knight to
remember book 2 knight moves book 3 lonely is the knight book 4 darkest
knight book 5 forever knight book 6 first knight book 7 last knight book 8 my
one and only knight book 9 beyond time book 10 time after time book 11 a
moonlit knight book 12 the knight before christmas book 13 falling through
time book 14 one more knight book 15 a knight in tarnished armor
The Love Spell 2012-02-20 skydiving in las vegas lands a modern day woman in
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the past and in the arms of her true love in this romance from the new york
times bestselling author when mairie callahan jumps out of an airplane high
above the nevada desert she simply hopes that her parachute will open what
she doesn t expect is that she ll land a hundred and twenty two years in the
past when jack delaney returns home from the civil war in 1877 he hopes a
vision quest amongst his adoptive paiute indian brothers will bring him peace
instead it brings a strange beautiful woman falling from the sky even though
mairie s ravings about the future seem crazy to jack he can t help but be
drawn to her she s unlike any woman he s ever met soon the two are racing to
return mairie home to her dying brother with an extinct plant that might save
him will she return in time will they survive the danger along the way and is
the bond forming between them more than friendship is it love in anywhere you
are constance o day flannery the original queen of time travel romance mixes
a timeless love story with a harrowing adventure that unites two souls born a
century apart
Highlander's Voyage 2022-01-26 time traveler faith valentine s wedding night
promises a lifetime filled with love and happiness little does she realize
the passion that brought her and aidan together will also rip them apart
aidan valentine has a modest farm a beautiful wife and a neighbor who has too
much interest in both faith has entered his life on more than one occasion
but the truth behind her odd disappearances leave him shocked and confused
wrenched from her husband on the happiest night of her life faith is thrown
back in time to a cruel past life a family legacy she can t control is her
only hope of returning to aidan faith will stop at nothing to return to the
man she loves even if it will kill her
ハイランドの鏡のなかに 2014-04-01 wacky humor happily ever afters lots of laughs all the
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feels if hilarious romantic comedies are your jam you ll want to check out
this collection three women traveling the world who find love when they least
expect it book 1 smitten with ravioli love is on the menu in this sweet
romantic comedy set in italy ginny s italian cooking course was supposed to
be a peaceful escape from her troubles but when she meets preston an
infuriating know it all history professor she quickly realizes her past has
come back to haunt her the last thing ginny needs is for preston to find out
who she really is her plan seems foolproof assume a fake identity and keep
her distance from the pretentious jerk but when they re forced to work
together ginny starts to see a different side of preston she s torn between
her desire to reveal who she really is and her fear that she ll lose
everything in the process will ginny be able to trust preston with her heart
or will love turn out to be the ultimate recipe for disaster book 2 smitten
with croissants opposites attract in this geeky and sweet romantic comedy set
in france when mia first met pierre she thought he was just a hot french
waiter turns out he s a smooth talking billionaire mia learned the hard way
not to trust rich guys but when she finds herself in paris unemployed and
homeless pierre comes to her rescue and she s forced to overlook the fact
that he s loaded mia tries to resist pierre s charms but when she discovers
they have a shared love of all things science fiction her defenses start to
crumble mia begins to wonder if a relationship with pierre can work despite
their vastly different backgrounds can a small town american girl from the
wrong side of the tracks and a cosmopolitan french guy with a geeky sense of
humor find happiness together or will the dark forces in the universe tear
them apart book 3 smitten with strudel cloak and dagger shenanigans are on
the agenda in this sweet romantic comedy set in germany when isabelle took a
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job working on a european riverboat the last thing she expected was to be
recruited by a covert spy organization enter erich a devastatingly handsome
german guy who reminds her of james bond though the organization he works for
is more along the lines of get smart their it department is the worst their
intel is rarely right and the woman who s in charge well let s just say she s
scarier than the bad guys if isabelle s past has taught her anything it s
that you should never trust a man who trades in secrets for a living but how
can she say no to saving the world even if she s in danger of losing her
heart
One More Knight 2012-09-20 when a lightning strike on ancient sioux holy
ground sends mining engineer kelsey winter back in time to 1892 wyoming she
turns to handsome reckless cowboy pete jackson to help her find a way home
pete s happy to help the strange woman in tight denim trousers despite her
odd cautious ways when he learns she can assist him with his newly discovered
silver mine but a deadly outlaw wants pete s silver and a sioux prophecy
threatens kelsey s return home pete and kelsey must find a way past their
differences and the century between them if they and their growing love will
survive
Anywhere You Are 2022-02-25 lost the time travel romance that fascinated the
world millions were obsessed inspired and consumed with the loves lifestyles
and even languages spoken in lost indulge in snippets from the epic tale
while discovering how lost the lusty and indulgent eighteenth century time
travel romance changed the lives of several twenty first century men and
women a gay detective a crew of nurses inept crooks stuck in alaska a british
lord with the wife from hell and several other very interesting people who
are destined to be in each other s lives the prequel to the fairies saga and
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arlie undercover also meet characters from that twin thing and triplets three
aren t one in this fun action adventure romantic comedy splashed with
surprises
Faithfully Yours 2015-12-23 scott williams determined to solve the mystery
that is the treasure pit has very suddenly and unexpectedly discovered that
two of his friends have traveled back in time not only that but they ve sent
him a letter through the three hundred year gap asking for his help however
he doesn t exactly agree with what they want him to do mark bell is still in
love with samantha a woman more than ten years his junior a fellow time
traveler and very much not available it s all he can do to keep from taking
her in his arms as he watches her struggle with the demons of her past
wishing that there was anything he could do to ease both of their suffering
throwing himself into the work of the secret order of the knights templar
mark tries to focus on anything but what his heart is telling him samantha o
rourke feels like she is drowning nightmares of being a captive and losing
her family plaguing her not even the touch of the man she loves most her
husband tristan is soothing the ache they both feel for what they ve lost
hoping to find some sense of their old life the couple sets out on another
mission from the order heading toward the legendary city of atlantis however
nothing is ever as it seems and samantha soon finds herself in a place where
friendships will be tested loyalties questioned and relationships tried will
she be able to overcome what s happened to her or will she fall by the
wayside locked in a prison cell of her own creation
Smitten with Travel Romantic Comedy Collection 2021-05-17 thrown back in time
to fulfill the promise of a dying woman audrina must find her destiny in the
wild scottish highlands and discover the man that fate chose for her hundreds
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of years ago audrina james was only trying to stop the old brooch from being
stolen she didn t know that touching it would send her back in time to
medieval scotland but the brooch belonged to audrina s ancestor a woman who
died tragically on her wedding night and swore to her last breath that she
would be reunited with her true love and audrina is her mirror image it s
been one year to the day since colin maclaren s bride suffered and died at
the whim of a bloody handed english occupier so how is she standing before
him no matter how adamant her protests that she doesn t know him no matter
how crazy her story about coming from the future colin is sure this woman is
his lost love now if only he can convince her of that together they must
navigate the vagaries of fate that brought them together their own scorching
physical attraction and the ever present danger from colin s enemies
including a certain murderous english nobleman who knows audrina must be a
witch after all didn t he kill her with his own two hands highlander found is
the first book in the highlander of time series perfect for fans of brooding
heroes intrepid heroines and page turning time travel romance grab your copy
today and enter the exciting world of highlander of time
Just in Time Cowboy 2017-03-30 modern day historian dena larson s plans to
visit a certain sioux holy man in the nineteenth century go awry when he
comes to her time instead on the trail of a rival holy man who threatens to
destroy his family powerful and protective running horse finds it hard to
resist pretty persistent dena until a vision shows him her death to keep her
safe he must reject her love but his enemy draws an unwitting dena into his
plot against running horse dark family secrets are revealed and soon dena and
running horse must find a way to come together before their own histories
tear them forever apart never a cowboy is the third in the lost mine series
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of time travel romance novels by jillie rivers each novel can be enjoyed as a
standalone story 1 just in time cowboy set in 2014 2 second time cowboy set
in 2015 3 never a cowboy set in 2016 these stories contain love scenes
LOST: The Time Travel Romance That Started It All 2018-03-27 sent back
through time one woman s life changes forever when she meets the handsome
laird of the macgregors author rose winter has made a career out of writing
about medieval scotland she never dreamed her knowledge would one day be put
to the ultimate test when she slips back through time rescued from an english
dungeon by a burly highlander rose realizes that not only is she an actual
time traveler she s also falling for an actual scottish laird lennox
macgregor is fighting on two fronts one to stop a cruel english lord invading
his country two to resist his desire for the strange woman who seems to know
more about his clan than he does as dark magic chokes the highlands lennox
and rose must find a way to put aside their mutual attraction if they re to
track down the one thing that can save the clan from ruin the mysterious key
that s been missing for hundreds of years the key to the highlands this is
the eagerly anticipated final book in the clan macgregor series ideal for
fans of feisty heroines strong heroes and clean time travel romance scroll up
and get your copy today
Hidden Away 2016-09-25 destiny throws her back in time can love make her stay
caroline sutton doesn t belong here not in the highlands and certainly not in
the fourteenth century headstrong caroline hopes an adventure will ease the
pain of her parents deaths one minute she s standing at the edge of a
waterfall daring her two sisters to jump with her the next she wakes up on
the shores of a scottish loch 600 years in the past she s determined to
return to her sisters and her own time but callum the rugged highland laird
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who discovers her has other ideas when heat flares between them all caroline
s plans are thrown into jeopardy but if she gives in to her blazing desire
she may never want to leave the past behind laird callum macmoran is in a
bind he has inherited a clan feud with no end in sight when he comes across a
strange yet strikingly beautiful woman on enemy lands he thinks to use her as
a bargaining chip to end the bloodshed little does he know this odd lass is
more than she seems and falling for her will threaten the peace he has worked
so long to build torn between responsibility to his clan and his growing
feelings for caroline can he love her enough to let her go or will fate
decide their futures for them the enchanted falls trilogy follows three
sisters as they find love after falling through time each book can be read as
a stand alone but the stories are linked book 1 falling for the highlander by
emma princebook 2 falling for the knight by cecelia meccabook 3 falling for
the chieftain by keira montclair
Highlander Found 2019-11-19
Never a Cowboy 2018-07-25
The Key to the Highlands
Falling for the Highlander
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